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 It was released in North America on 13 November 2007 and in Europe on 16 November 2007. Gameplay In Melbourne Cup
Challenge the player uses their mouse to control their horse and race around the track. The control system works by using the
left and right mouse buttons to pull the horses head to the left or right respectively and use the left and right mouse buttons to

run. The horses keep an eye on their path as it bends through the Melbourne Cup course and then they can be given direction by
the player. If a horse is pushed on the inside of the track then it is sent back on to the next part of the track; this is done to save

time. The game is played over five race days. Each day's race is a single race, meaning that each horse runs only once, regardless
of how many laps they make, and the aim is to complete the race in the shortest amount of time possible. The game is built

around the idea of completing as many laps as possible and gaining points along the way. There is a daily bonus point system,
with a maximum of 30 points being available on each day. A day starts when the player enters the garage and ends when the

player exits the garage. A race is typically 15 minutes in duration. There are other gameplay systems in place. After every race,
the player has the option of "betting" on the horse. If a player bets on a horse, the money stays in their pocket until the horse
wins or loses, and the money does not go to the player. This means that players can increase their cash and thus their betting

odds if they are betting on a horse. Players can also play multiple races and there are $5,000 prizes for finishing in the top three
in each race. There is also a "colour television" option. The player can choose to watch an animated version of the race. Every
race is shown with live commentary. Racing options The player can choose from three categories: winning the race, best time

and handicap. The racing options are: A quick race – 15 minutes in duration with no handicap and where only winning the race
is the player's objective. A late race – 15 minutes in duration with a time limit and where the player can set their preferred time.
A handicap race – 15 minutes in duration with a handicap and where the player can set their preferred time. Reception Reaction

to Melbourne Cup Challenge has been generally positive. The 520fdb1ae7
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